
PRODUCT

WIDTH

WARRANTY

PILE FIBRE

BACKING

FIBRE WEIGHT

TOTAL WEIGHT

TOTAL THICKNESS

PROTECTIVE FINISH

FIRE RATING

RECOMMENDED USAGE
AS SUITABILITY

SUITABLE ADHESIVE

INSTALLATION TOOLS/
TROWEL SIZE

CLOUD 9

2.0 mtr

2 year outdoor
5 year indoor

100% solution dyed polypropylene

water resistant resin 550 gm/m2

800 gm/m2

1350 gm/m2

7 mm +/- 10%

Stain Shield Fibres

ISO 9239 - 1 - 2003 upon request  

Domestic all uses
Commercial all uses
Automotive / Marine all uses

Roberts 6037 (outdoor adhesive)
Roberts 95 (indoor carpet adhesive)
Roberts contact (brush, roll, spray)

3.2v trowel sizes
Roll, brush, spray contact
Roll, brush, spray application

Product Warranty
Product warranties will be considered on presentation of a copy of the invoice and the 
product purchase provided it is presented with all relevant details to that warranty request 
and lodged specifically in the chain of purchase from the original consumer, retailer and 
distributor.
All products to their specific warranty periods are covered for manufacturing defects, 
excessive wear, UV degradation, and any other genuine non performance claims. 
Providing they are installed within the manufacturers specifications and or in accordance 
with the Australian code of practise for the installation of textile floorcoverings, AS/NZ 
2455.1.1995. and maintained on a regular basis to the manufacturers’ recommendation. 
This warranty does not cover tears, burns, spillages or other damage caused from 
improper use.
Warranty Periods (refer specific product specifications).
Indoor use: 5 year & 3 year.
Outdoor use: 2 year & 2 year limited warranty.
Cleaning & Maintenance
As with all floorcovering products Needlepunch Carpets require both regular and 
periodical maintenance so as to retain its original appearance and being a very durable 
material, Needlepunch carpets tend to be more user friendly and easier to maintain than 
normal tufted carpets. There are various ways to maintain your needlepunch carpet 
dependant upon application and providing the following methods of maintenance are 
followed this will maximize the life span of your floor. 
Regular Vacuuming (indoor and outdoor when material is dry).
Regular vacuuming is required at least once per week depending on usage this will 
remove soil and grit from the carpet and reduce abrasive forces on the fibre. In heavy 
traffic areas, slow repeated vacuum strokes over the same area of the carpet may be 
necessary to remove excess soiling. We recommend that a vacuum which incorporates a 
pile agitator such as beater bar or a rotating brush head either power or mechanical will 
provide better results and easier vacuuming than a standard suction vacuum by lifting the 
pile and removing a greater amount of soil and grit as the head rotates in turn 
maximizing the original appearance.
Periodical Maintenance (Indoor and Outdoor application)
Periodical maintenance should be performed dependant on the usage and traffic 
volumes of the carpet. We recommend to have the carpet cleaned  by way of (spray 
extraction / steam cleaned or rotary brush shampooing) only when required as 
Needlepunch carpet is very durable and hard wearing and with above vacuuming, 
periodical maintenance should only  be performed if carpet has excessive soiling, 
marking / staining or is loosing its original appearance. The periodical cleaning of this 
carpet should be performed by a professional carpet cleaner so as to achieve the best 
results by using the correct methods for the application. 
Spot Cleaning:  (Indoor and Outdoor application)
If stains, marks or spillages appear on carpet the quicker they are treated the better, as 
they get harder to remove and more permanent as time goes on. If a stain needs treating 
please follow the below method.
1. Remove any and as much excess liquid or soiling as possible with a clean damp cloth 
by blotting and trying not to spread stain.
2. Use a mixture of 50% clear household bleach and 50% warm water.
3. Apply the solution to the effected area from the outside to centre by way of blotting 
with a clean cloth.
4. Rinse with clean warm water until solution and soil residue is removed.
5. Blot the area with clean dry cloth to remove excess water then allow area to dry.
6. Do not use solvent of any kind as they may damage carpet!
Quick Fix Outdoor Cleaning  (Outdoor only).
In many outdoor applications the carpet can be cleaned by simply hosing or light power 
washing the carpet clean to remove general soiling, a light detergent can be added such 
as car wash if needed when cleaning. Once clean if further stains or marks are present 
please refer above spot cleaning.
Important Protective Measures: (Heavy traffic areas)
1. Protective plastic chair mats  should be used under chairs with castors which will 
prolong the life of the carpet. Plastic hall runner can also be used in other high traffic 
areas to prevent premature wearing.
2. Walk off mats  / entrance matting should be used in all access points to prevent 
excess soil being walked onto carpet.
Satisfaction
Due to dye lot variations and machine settings, actual material may vary from the 
sample. However, this variation is kept within exacting standards as laid down by 
SABS1415: 1997 & ISO9002 quality assurance. Construction of some carpets may 
involve the occurrence of shift lines across the width of the carpet. Certain light sources 
shining across the surface may emphasise the effect of shadow lines. These are not a 
manufacturing defect and will not detract from the carpets performance.
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Needlepunch Carpets
Features & Benefits
Expressions Needlepunch Carpets manufactured to SABS / ISO quality assurance 
standards from UV treated marine grade polypropylene fibers coupled with water proof 
resin and gel foam backings will provide a floorcovering with many benefits over 
traditional tufted carpets such as:
 Superior indoor / outdoor UV protection (refer specific product suitability / warranty).
 High resistance to moisture, mould and mildew.
 Anti static properties.
 Insect Resistant.
 Extremely durable even in high traffic commercial applications. (refer specific product   
     suitability / warranty).
 Cost efficient / Long service life.
 Will not fray, zipper, snag or peal.
 Stain shield fibers for superior stain resistance.
 Can be installed as DIY or professionally dependant on capabilities or
 application requirements.
 Easily Maintained.
 Fire retardant (Refer specific product specifications and tests available upon request).
The above along with a wide range of designs and colours, Needlepunch Carpets will 
surely provide a stylish and functional floor for all desired applications.
Suitability (Refer Specific Product Specifications).
 Domestic / Rumpus rooms, Gym Rooms, Garages, Patios, Wall Linings.
 Commercial / Shops, Offices, Showrooms, Stair Wells, Gym’s, Wall & Partition Lining,
 Displays & Exhibition, Education, Entrance Matting, Sporting Facilities,
 Temporary Flooring, Health & Aged Care, Hospitality.
 Marine / Commercial & Pleasure Boats, Pontoons & Jetties, Hull & Wall Lining.
 Automotive / Ute Trays & Vans, Caravans & RV’s, Buses.
Installation Information
There are various methods of installing needlepunch carpets which is dependant on the 
application size, area and desired method, condition of the sub floor and qualifications of 
installer for the area of the application. The above factors will also determine the type and 
amount adhesive required along with the correct tools required to complete a successful 
installation.
Adhesives: There are three types of adhesive and various adhesives application tools 
recommended for installing needlepunch carpet which is dependent again on the type of 
product, adhesive and application area. Please refer to specific product 
specifications for adhesive / tools requirements.
Outdoor Application: Roberts 6037 (outdoor adhesive)
3.2 v (mm notched trowels). This or contact must be used on all outdoor applications and 
is also recommended for indoor applications. (If installing over waterproofing membrane 
please contact PR Floors Pty Ltd for specialist advice).
Indoor Application: Roberts 95 or 95SF (Carpet Adhesive)
3.2 v (mm notched trowels).
As above we recommended that Roberts 6037 (outdoor adhesive) be used on indoor 
applications as well. However Roberts 95 or 95SF can be successfully used on all indoor 
applications only, as a good cost saving method.
Contact Adhesives: Roberts 6150 (spray contact) or 101S (brush roller contact).
Spray, brush roller contact can be used indoors or outdoors and is generally used more so 
on walls / lining, DIY and smaller applications.
Laying Material
Make sure sub floor is clean, dry, free of dust and has a suitable key for adhesion. Always 
roll out and relax material overnight if possible before installing as this will make the 
material easier to work with. When laying make sure that the carpet is square which can 
be achieved by trimming both edges from the carpet as they may not be 100% square 
from manufacture.
Lay runs of carpet out side by side and making sub floor with a pencil line where joins 
meet. Fold carpet back per run evenly from pencil line and spread adhesive as per 
instructions, then lay carpet back into adhesive to the pencil line. When laying second 
side to create a join, a (knee kicker) can be used to tap and but joins neatly together then 
the opposite sides of  carpet can be folded back to the existing glue line, glue the balance 
half of the carpet to the perimeter and then excess material around walls can be trimmed 
to suit. It’s recommended to roll entire area as installing with a water roller or similar 
downward force to ensure a good transfer of adhesive between the sub floor and the roller 
or similar downward force to ensure a good transfer of adhesive between the sub floor 
and the carpet.
Laying Methods
Direct Stick (Where carpet is adhered direct to sub floor with suitable adhesive).
Dual Bond (Where a dual bond underlay is adhered to the sub floor first,
followed by the carpet being adhered to the underlay providing a softer feel
and sound absorption properties).
Loose Lay Products can be loose laid if needed but not covered under warranty for  
dimensional stability claims).
The above installation information is quoted as general directions and if further 
information or specific application details or advice are required please contact your 
stockist or PR Floors Pty Ltd.
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